[Effect of source positional discrepancy on dose and dose distributions in cobalt-60 stereotactic radiosurgery units].
We assessed the impact of source positional discrepancy on dose and dose distributions in Gamma Knife (GK) Perfexion (PFX) stereotactic radiosurgery. A spherical phantom dedicated in GK machine was used and irradiated by 2 Gy in each position moved at an interval of 0.1 mm from its original position using three types of collimators (4, 8, 16 mm) to evaluate the changes of dose. In addition, to obtain the dose distributions, radiochromic film was inserted in the phantom and irradiated by 6 Gy in each position moved at an interval of 1 mm from its original position using three types of collimators. A distance-to-agreement analysis (DTA) was performed to compare isodose lines from 10% to 90% of dose distributions between the original and deviated position. As a result, when the source moved toward the discrepancy from the center of the collimator, the dose and dose distributions discrepancies increased according to the degree of discrepancy. Especially in 4-mm collimator, 0.5 mm discrepancy caused dose reduction of 5%. On the other hand, 0.5 mm discrepancy showed merely dose differences less than 0.5% in 8 mm and 16 mm collimators. Regarding dose distributions, 1 mm discrepancy in all collimators showed little changes in DTA within 1 mm on average.